Mathematics
Chalk-and-board practice – rules of evaluation
I. Principles of the system
 There are three components of evaluation expressed in points:
colloquium, short test, and personal activity;
 Tests scheduled during each semester include: one colloquium, nine short tests,
and before each term of an exam - one supplementary colloquium;
 The maximal attainable number of points is 20.0; in order to accomplish the
course, the minimal required number of points is 10.0
 The total number of points (TNP) is calculated as a sum of the following
components:
colloquium
short tests
personal activity









8.0
9.0 (1test = 1pt.)
3.0
20.0

In case, when the collected TNP is less then 10.0, it is required to write the
supplementary colloquium.
The supplementary colloquium consists of five calculation problems of the total
value of 6.0; the required minimum to pass that test is equal to 3.0
The supplementary colloquium makes it possible to increase the TNP for those
who have already fullfiled the minimum TNP , but only before first term of the
exam.. In that case however, the threshold is set at the level of 3.0 points. That
means, it is possible to increase the TNP by 3 points maximum (e.g. obtaining in
the supplementary colloquium 4.5 points increases the TNP by 1.5 points)
The table below assigns the TNP to the corresponding legal grades:
TNP
18.5 – 20.0

Grade
(5) ‘bardzo dobry’

16.5 – 18.0

(4.5) ‘dobry plus’

14.5 – 16.0

(4) ‘dobry’

12.5 – 14.0

(3.5) ‘dostateczny plus’

10.0 – 12.0

(3) ‘dostateczny’

II. Evaluation of a single calculation problem
There are five criteria to fulfill, when evaluating any single calculation problem:
 Understanding of the problem contents; evaluation for that criterion is ‘yes’
or ‘no’. In case of ‘no’ the general grade for that calculation problem is zero.
 Correctly used formulas;
 Correctly used data;
 Correctly made calculations (final result);
 Additional informations (comments, figures, applications)

III. According to the study regulations: A student shall participate in educational
classes included in the study schedule and take an active part in them.
A student's attendance at lectures may be controlled. At other classes the
attendance is
obligatory.
A student is obliged to explain his absence at obligatory classes no later than at
the next classes. The tutor determines a way and date of making up the backlog.
The tutor shall inform the Dean about unexplained absence (three absences in
case of weekly classes, two absences in case of fortnight classes) of a student at
obligatory classes and the Dean shall take a stand on the matter.
The Studies Regulations and Academic Year Calendar you can find on the Website:
http://studyinenglish.polsl.pl/Pages/Welcome.aspx

